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Regulating violence online
A growing body of research is showing the importance of intermediaries in managing a whole range of
questions with respect to technology in society

Sarayu Natarajan, DEC 02 2020, 00:40 IST UPDATED: DEC 02 2020, 03:34 IST|

Kerala CM Pinarayi Vijayan has had to issue statements that press freedom will be protected. Credit: PTI Photo

Kerala just promulgated and withdrew an ordinance to grant the state far-reaching powers to regulate
intimidation, bullying, insulting and defamatory content. This is a shi� from traditional approaches
which required the a�ected individual to approach the police. While social media is not specified, it
appears that it is motivated by the rise of problematic content of various hues on several internet
platforms. Critics have brought up the question of curbs on freedom of speech. Importantly, this law may
be politicized and may arm the state with the power to suppress opponents and political dissidents. 

In the face of criticism, Kerala CM Pinarayi Vijayan has had to issue statements that press freedom will be
protected. However, this is unlikely to be the last attempt in Kerala or anywhere else to regulate content
and information.  Earlier this year, US President Donald Trump withdrew Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act that granted an exemption to platforms from liability for content posted
on them by third parties. While this is not directly analogous to the move in Kerala, e�orts to use
legislative and regulatory approaches to moderate speech are unlikely to stop. 

While these e�orts may be motivated by genuine concerns around hate speech, disinformation and
violence, or the urge to regulate platforms whose algorithms editorialise content, they risk empowering
partisan interests to crush opponents. 

But, while regulatory approaches are critical in thinking about dealing with o�ensive speech and
disinformation, as well as platform regulation, it will take democracies worldwide a while to find the right
balance. 

A growing body of research is showing the importance of intermediaries in managing a whole range of
questions with respect to technology in society. An intermediary is a broad term that refers to
community-level actors such as local leaders, civil society organisations, and informal associations. 

Intermediaries can embed the right values around tech, as well as support marginalized communities in
making claims of the state through tech. Imagine a local leader helping someone file a claim through an
online portal. O�line (and online) intermediaries (called stewards in some instances) can also play a role
in mediating better and more empowering ways to share data. 

Intermediaries have trust of the community. In addition to being bridges between citizens and the local
state, they also perform many roles of community leadership such as dispute resolution. 

How to do this? This is built on two pillars – first, working with civil society organisations who are at the
grassroots, playing critical roles in enabling access for citizens.  Working with civil society to embed
digital literacy and act as ‘sense-checkers’ can stem some challenges. It requires building up the capacity
of smaller organisations to perform this role. Second, we need to work with existing community
intermediaries at both informal and formal institutions. They have the trust and goodwill of the people.
These could be political intermediaries as well. 

It is important to see this from the lenses of democratic values and citizenship, and inclusive governance.
As Lakshmee Sharma and Kanimozhi Udhayakumar have argued, it is important to instil democratic and
constitutional values in intermediaries not just the ad hoc capacity to respond to short-term problems. 

Both civil society more broadly understood (philanthropies, larger NGOs) and publicly-minded
corporations can play a role in working with intermediaries and building up capacities system-wide.
State support through institutional linkages (for dispelling health misinformation, for example) may
additionally be helpful. 

Of course, this is not without challenges – o�line intermediaries may have di�erentiated impact
depending on the type of problem in question. They may be better able to stem some times of
misinformation, quell rumours and prevent conflagrations; they may be less able to address the
psychological harms from some types of content. Their political inclinations may lead to rent-seeking. 
However, as trusted and valued systems on the ground, they can play a big role in buttressing regulatory
e�orts. 

(The writer is Founder of Aapti Institute) 
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Chinese sports machine’s single goal:
Most golds, at any cost
Many young athletes are funneled into less prominent sports that Beijing hopes to dominate

International New York Times, JUL 30 2021, 00:55 IST UPDATED: JUL 30 2021, 02:12 IST|

Six days a week since she was 12 years old, with only a few days of time away each year, Hou Zhihui has
been driven by one mission: Heaving more than double her body weight into the air.

On Saturday, at the Tokyo Olympics, Hou’s dedication — sequestered from her family, dogged by near-
constant pain — paid o�. She won gold in the 49-kilogram division and shattered three Olympic records,
part of a fearsome Chinese women’s weightli�ing squad that aimed to sweep every weight class it was
contesting.

“The Chinese weightli�ing team is very cohesive, and the support from the entire team is very good,” Hou,
24, said a�er winning gold. “The only thing we athletes think about is focusing on training.”

China’s sports assembly line is designed for one purpose: Churning out gold medals for the glory of the
nation. Silver and bronze barely count. By fielding 413 athletes in Tokyo, its largest-ever delegation, China
aims to land at the top of the gold medal count — even if the Chinese public is increasingly wary of the
sacrifices made by individual athletes.

“We must resolutely ensure we are first in gold medals,” Gou Zhongwen, the head of the Chinese Olympic
Committee, said on the eve of the Tokyo Olympics.

Rooted in the Soviet model, the Chinese system relies on the state to scout tens of thousands of children
for full-time training at more than 2,000 government-run sports schools. To maximize its golden harvest,
Beijing has focused on less prominent sports that are underfunded in the West or sports that o�er
multiple Olympic gold medals.

It is no coincidence that nearly 75% of the Olympic golds China has won since 1984 are in just six sports:
Table tennis, shooting, diving, badminton, gymnastics and weightli�ing. More than two-thirds of China’s
golds have come courtesy of female champions and nearly 70% of its Tokyo delegation are women.

Women’s weightli�ing, which became a medal sport at the 2000 Sydney Games, was an ideal target for
Beijing’s gold medal strategy. The sport is a niche pursuit for most athletic powerhouses, meaning that
female li�ers in the West must scramble for funding. And with multiple weight classes, weightli�ing o�ers
up four potential golds.

For Beijing’s sports czars, it did not matter that weightli�ing has no mass appeal in China or that the
preteen girls funnelled into the system had no idea that such a sport even existed. At the weightli�ing
national team’s training centre in Beijing, a giant Chinese flag covers an entire wall, reminding li�ers that
their duty is to the nation, not to self.

“The system is highly e�icient,” said Li Hao, the head of the weightli�ing squad at the 2016 Games in Rio
de Janeiro and the current director of the anti-doping department at the Center for Weightli�ing,
Wrestling and Judo at the General Administration of Sport of China. “It’s probably why our weightli�ing is
more advanced than other countries and regions.”

Most countries are eager for Olympic glory. The United States and the Soviet Union used the Games as a
proxy Cold War battleground. But Beijing’s obsession with gold is tied up in the very founding in 1949 of
the People’s Republic of China, which was seen as a revolutionary force that would reverse centuries of
decay and defeat by foreign powers.

The first essay that Chairman Mao Zedong, the leader of the Communist revolution, wrote was about the
need for a country dismissed as “the sick man of Asia” to develop its muscle.

For decades, though, politics got in the way of Olympic achievement. Because its rival Taiwan competed
in the Games as the Republic of China, Beijing boycotted the Summer Games until 1984, when Taiwan was
renamed Chinese Taipei for the Olympic competition.

In 1988, China won five Olympic golds. Two decades later, when Beijing hosted the Games, it surpassed
the United States to top the gold count.

London 2012, though, was a letdown and Rio 2016 a bigger disappointment, as China came in third
behind the United States and Britain.

Back at home, sports o�icials redoubled their e�orts, even if a growing number of middle-class parents
were unwilling to hand their children to the state for grooming as athletes.

China was no longer a desperately poor country where the promise of filled rice bowls made government
sports schools alluring. Beijing acknowledged that sports should not be reserved for elite athletes, that
every child deserved to run, play and kick a ball.

And there was growing recognition that for every Olympic champion, tens of thousands of other children
would not make it. For these casto� athletes, life is o�en di�icult: Little education, damaged bodies, few
career prospects outside the sports system.

Still, Beijing continued with its plans, manufacturing programs in taekwondo, canoeing, sailing and
more.

Children who could stack bullets on the palms of their hands were dispatched to archery. Country girls
with impressive wingspans were directed to weightli�ing.

“Children from rural areas or from families that are not so good economically, they adapt well to the
hardships,” Li, the Beijing sports o�icial, said of the ideal candidate for weightli�ing.

Beijing’s focus has been on sports that can be perfected with rote routines, rather than those that involve
an unpredictable interplay of multiple athletes. Aside from women’s volleyball, China has never won
Olympic gold in a large team sport.

In Tokyo, Beijing’s strategy had delivered, through midday Thursday, 14 gold medals, edging out the
United States and Japan for the lead. China captured the first gold of the Games, in the women’s 10-
meter air rifle, and scored its first fencing victory. (The sports in which China is dominant are clustered in
the first week of the Games, while the United States’ strengths are spread out.)

But in some of China’s traditional strongholds, like table tennis, diving and weightli�ing, hopes of golden
sweeps did not materialise. There were other disappointments before the Games began. A top swimmer
was banned because of doping. The men’s soccer, volleyball and basketball teams failed to qualify.

For the Chinese sports machine, all those punishing years of e�ort can still be foiled in the heat of Olympic
competition. On Monday in Tokyo, Liao, the li�er in the 55-kilogram division, began the event as the
reigning world champion. Two days before, in a lighter weight class, Hou had taken the gold.

Liao marched onto the stage on Monday with an expression that hovered between resolve and
resignation. In the last moments of competition, a Philippine rival surpassed her to claim gold.

A�erward, Liao, 26, stood crying, her breath jagged. Her coach wrapped her arm around Liao and sobbed,
too. Eventually, Liao, red-eyed, took questions from Chinese reporters. A silver was a great achievement,
one journalist said. Liao looked at the floor.

“Today, I did my best,” she said. The tears flowed again.

The trauma of all those years fighting the unforgiving force of mass and gravity weighed on Liao’s body.

“They’ve been there for years,” she said of her injuries. “Over and over again.”

But unlike Simone Biles or Naomi Osaka, high-profile Olympians who have spoken of the emotional strain
of so much pressure, Liao did not address the mental toll of what she has done, day a�er day, since she
was a little girl.

Liao sighed. She wiped her eyes with the sleeve of her uniform. The National Games were coming up, she
said, and she would be representing her home province of Hunan. Sports funding for China’s provinces
depends in part on how each does in the National Games.

The Olympics were over for her. She had a new job to do.
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FRCA changes hindering NGOs’ Covid
relief works
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Voluntary agencies or Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), which supplement government welfare
e�orts in normal times, play a crucial role during disasters and catastrophes. In the present context,
NGOs are reaching out to the needy and vulnerable sections a�ected by Covid-19.

The recent amendments to the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) have, however, hampered the
flow of funds and consequently the delivery of timely service in the second outbreak of the pandemic.

Before going into the impediments created by FCRA amendments, let us have a glimpse of the nature of
NGOs and their funding pattern. Voluntary agencies in India, having a history of over a hundred years,
have come to play a dominant role in the fields of relief, socio-economic development and social action.
Hundreds and even thousands of NGOs are involved in a wide variety of activities and are spread all over
the country.

NGOs are characterised by: a) non-profit orientation, b) initiative from the civil society and governed by
its own members, c) autonomy from state and its direct control, d) an apolitical organisation, and e)
working for public good on the basis of mutual aid.

The basic Act governing the registered societies was enacted in 1860, and since then, many groups were
formed for social, cultural and economic reforms, and included charitable societies and educational
movements. The British also patronised these voluntary initiatives. A�er Independence, many groups
were formed inspired by Gandhian principles. The 1970s and 1980s saw mushrooming of NGOs which was
attributed, among other things, to the failure of the ‘system’ and the state being unable to deliver the
goods.

Funds are the fuel for running the organisation and, therefore, fundraising is an important activity in the
development sector. NGOs mobilise financial resources for smooth functioning of their projects and
programmes. It is a process of seeking voluntary financial contributions from individuals, businesses and
charitable foundations.

The process of fundraising includes not only raising money but also relationship building with
philanthropists, corporates and international donor agencies.

Most of the NGOs in India su�er from a perpetual hunger for funds. Sources of funds for NGOs are from
local, national and international agencies and foundations as well as government bodies.

In recent years, CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) funding is an alternative source. As per the
Companies Act, it is mandatory for companies with a net worth of Rs 500 crore, or turnover of Rs 1,000
crore or a net profit of Rs 5 crore or more to provide a contribution of 2% of the average net profits for
CSR activities.

With regard to international funding, an FCRA registration is mandatory to receive foreign funds which
can be utilised for social, educational, economic, cultural and religious purposes. The Act was
implemented in 1976 during the Emergency and was essentially meant to keep a check on foreign
influence in social, political, economic and religious discussions. The 1976 Act allowed non-profits to
freely receive foreign donations, although they were required to report the amount received and spent
each year.

In 2010, the 1976 Act was repealed and replaced by an even stricter law— Foreign Contribution
(Regulation) Act, 2010 along with the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Rules, 2011.

On September 20, 2020, the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Amendment Bill, 2020 introduced in the Lok
Sabha broadly redefined terms related to acceptance, transfer and utilisation of foreign contributions.
According to the amended FCRA Act a�er 1 April 2021, NGOs can only receive foreign contributions a�er
opening an account in New Delhi’s Parliament Street Branch of State Bank of India.

As per the new Act, it is mandatory to register the Aadhaar details of the chief functionaries, trustees and
o�ice-bearers. It has capped the administrative expenses at 20% — earlier the upper limit being 50%.
Besides, the amendment has also barred sub-granting by NGOs to smaller NGOS who work at the
grassroots.

Problems galore

The Amendments, as expected and feared, are curtailing relief e�orts. Many NGOs are knocking on
several doors, trying to convince the authorities of the urgent need to relax the regulations that are
hindering Covid relief work. There is also the di�iculty in putting together and submitting personal
documents of the Governing Board members who are located in di�erent parts of the country and facing
challenges of travel restrictions on account of lockdowns.

Several NGOs are yet to activate their bank accounts and despite applying before March 31, their papers
are not processed. While commenting on the damaging e�ect on foreign-funded NGOs engaged in Covid
relief, the New York Times recently stated that “international donors are raising millions, but the Modi
administration has erected hurdles for overseas organisations...”

The NGOs continue to face problems even as the National Disaster Management Authority wrote to all
states to involve NGOs, faith-based organisations, religious and social trusts at local level to handle the
unprecedented Covid crisis. RTI activists’ requests seeking reasons for the amendments were dismissed
on the pretext of “national interest” by the Ministry of Home A�airs.

The government, following multiple petitions by NGOs in various courts, has extended the deadline for
conforming to the new rules to June 30. In another order, the government extended the deadline for the
renewal of FCRA registration certificates of NGOs whose certificates expired between September 2020
and May 31, 2021 to September 2021.

Despite the enormous resource crunch, the voluntary sector is working committedly and e�ectively to
provide relief and rehabilitation as well as healthcare support to those a�ected by the pandemic and
subsequent lockdowns. Let us ensure the smooth functioning of their noble deeds.

(The writer is retired Dean, School of Social Work, Roshni Nilaya, Mangaluru; he is also on the Board of
several NGOs)
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Curb corruption in real estate
There are gross violations of building byelaws with apartments constructed on residential sites

G Krishna Kumar, JUL 30 2021, 00:52 IST UPDATED: JUL 30 2021, 01:57 IST|

Contrary to popular belief, even a�er fi�y-six months since demonetisation, real estate continues to
thrive on black money. The only exception appears to be the relatively expensive primary real estate
market led by Tier-1 builders.

Reports indicate that 30-50% of the sale value in secondary (Tier2/Tier3 developers) or resale properties
happen in cash. A reason o�en cited is savings on stamp duty by quoting transaction value to be close to
the guidance value instead of the market value. What prevents the government from keeping the
guidance value at the market price?

Cash and corruption

Of late, apartments constructed by Tier 2/3 builders in residential sites are becoming common in
Bengaluru and provide an easy opportunity for cash transactions. While almost all construction suppliers
accept digital transactions from builders, it is a mystery as to why the builders still insist on cash from the
apartment buyers.

There are gross violations of building byelaws with apartments constructed on residential sites. While
BBMP’s building byelaws clearly states that a maximum 3 floors excluding parking can be constructed,
the builders openly flout rules and construct 5 or 6 floors.

Although BBMP allows a maximum of three kitchens in a residential site . most apartments will have 10 or
12. Over the past 10-15 years a very “corporate“ term called “joint venture” or JV has gained popularity. A
case where the site owner and the builder share the constructed apartments. Both the parties try to
maximise their gains and is the main reason for spurt in high rise buildings within residential localities.

What about the quality of construction of these apartments? Who is accountable if such buildings
collapse?

The authorities appear to turn a blind eye towards the overall issue. In general, all it takes is just one
apartment with 10 houses to set the precedence for others to follow suit. Sample this: A regular
residential house would have about 5-10 people, while a high rise apartment in the same site would house
40-50 people. Are our roads and civic infrastructure designed to take on such a load? 

The nice neighbours in residential areas with our typical “namage yaake beku” (why bother) attitude
helps the builder-authorities nexus. Neighbours o�en do not complain, fearing repercussion as our
system does not o�er any protection to them. Also, why should anyone complain? The violations are so
obvious to the authorities. It would boil down to the government and civic authorities’ willingness to act.
The nexus between the legislators and civic authorities are too obvious to ignore. How do we get over the
‘wolf guarding the sheep’ phenomena? 

Can the state government audit and publish details about illegally constructed apartments in residential
localities? How do Banks provide loans for illegal constructions? Can utility providers like BESCOM and
BWSSB refuse connections to these complexes?

The whole purpose of residential locality is to allow people to stay in independent houses. Unlike other
cities where apartment and flats are popular, Bengaluru is still known for its residential localities. It is
rather sad to see this identity go away.

Clearly GST, RERA and other measures have failed to curb black money and corruption in the real estate
sector. It is time the government, civic authorities, and urban planners bring about structural changes
that will lead to transparency.

If rules need to be relaxed, so be it, but the system must discourage and penalise wrong doers, at the
same time support e�ective grievance redressal mechanism. Government should empower local
residents/neighbourhood associations to stop construction of any building that exceed FAR (Floor Area
Ratio) threshold.

For transactions in the secondary market, can the stamp duty be reduced significantly if the transaction
is at market value? This could encourage buyers to go for 100% legal transaction.

Until we see some strong system-led actions, the tax paying middle-class will continue to be in a dilemma
if they need to compromise on their aspirations or on their principles. In this digital age, isn’t it intriguing
that the government remains silent despite the rampant corruption in real estate? It is time the vicious
link between black money/corruption and the real estate sector is broken. Can Karnataka’s new chief
minister address this on priority and show the way to the rest of the country?

(The writer is an ICT Professional and columnist based in Bengaluru)
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Economic reforms: The widening gulf
between hope and reality
The 1991 and post-1991 period is understood as part of the ‘pro-market’ growth trajectory

Deepanshu Mohan, JUL 29 2021, 01:56 IST UPDATED: JUL 29 2021, 03:07 IST|

Rivers of ink have been spilled over the past few weeks— in recollections and nostalgic anecdotes—
marking three decades of India’s economic liberalisation story (1991). A pointless echoed and emphasised
upon in the entire discourse (and economic debate) around the reforms of 1990s include: The ‘political’
and ‘political economy’ considerations seen during that period, particularly 1980s, which seem di�erent
and yet, like the ‘political’ and ‘political economy’ context(s) of current times.

Noted political economist Atul Kohli, in his work on politics of economic growth in India (1980-2005
period), provides a detailed insight into the ‘political’ and ‘political economy’ landscapes shaping India’s
growth trajectory during the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s. His work highlights the essence of seeing India’s
entry to the global economic landscape as a product of incremental, gradualist reforms of the 80s based
on attitudinal shi�s observed in the ‘state-capital-private business’ relationship.

What’s central to the pursuit of Kohli’s thesis is a theoretical (more abstract) question: Did India’s growth
acceleration (during the 1990s, 2000s) resulted from the (nation) state’s embrace of neoliberal policies, or
from some more complex but identifiable pattern of state intervention?

To answer this, Kohli employs a theoretical distinction seeing India’s growth experience in a two-part
interpretative category: the ‘pro-market’ vs. ‘pro-business’ growth experience.

The 1991 and post-1991 period is understood as part of the ‘pro-market’ growth trajectory where pursued
economic reforms-undertaken more on the capital market side-allowed our ‘markets’ to operate more
freely, flexibly in certain sectors (telecom, automobiles, aviation, IT, construction, consumer goods etc.)
with the aim to crowd in private investment opportunities.

It is true that a push for market-led growth allowed economic possibilities and upward income mobility
for higher-income classes across the nation, even though the distributive end of any such growth-
accrued gains failed to allow greater income (and social mobility) amongst the more vulnerable,
economically depressed classes. Welfare distribution or essential social expenditure wasn’t prioritised in
fiscal policy for most of the 1990s and thereon.

Nevertheless, this period saw a strengthening of the ‘state-capital-private business’ alliance like never
before, but at the cost of preexisting social and economic protection available to India’s deeply
fragmented labor force.

This ‘pro-market’ experience couldn’t have been possible though without a gradualist nudge anchored by
‘pro-business’ measures of 1980s. In early 1980s, Indira Gandhi realized that her socialist politics of garibi-
hatao was running out of steam. Land reforms were di�icult to implement. Fiscal deficit was high. Anti-
big business measures such as the MRTP act, FERA act and the nationalisation of banks had deeply
eroded the state-capital-private business compact which hampered growth.

Politically too, Indira Gandhi and her advisors might have calculated that a realignment with big capital
may not be too costly, in part because the poor were already loyal to her, but also because state support
of business may lead to higher growth, lower inflation- an outcome that India’s largely poor electorate
may appreciate.

New model

And so, the three components of the ‘new model of development’ that Indira Gandhi adopted from 1980s
were centered around: prioritsation of economic growth as a state goal; supporting big business to
achieve this goal; and taming labour as a necessary aspect of this strategy. Powerful committees like the
LK Jha Committee (to study overhaul of economic administration); the Abid Hussain Committee (to
review trade), and the M Narasimham Committee (to consider financial reforms) were established to
study how this major transformation was to be implemented.

The economic reforms undertaken since 1991 may have influenced India’s industrial policy and external
economic relations. But the variety of industrial policy reforms- delicensing, removal of MRTP
constraints, tax concessions, opening of yet newer areas hitherto reserved for the public sector, and
taming of labour— can be best viewed as continuation of reforms well underway during 1980s itself.

Still, the roots of neoliberal economic activism observed from the reform cycle beginning in the 80s was
stretched upon a collective belief on taming India’s labour activism. Weakening density of labour unions,
lowering strikes, ‘work-to-rule’ movements were increasingly characterized by Indira Gandhi (once
regarded as a leader of the le�) as “anti-social demonstrations of irresponsibility by a few” in 80s.
Collective bargaining for workers was further weakened, widening wage inequality amongst income
classes.

Of course, within the limits of India’s fragmented state power, this ‘labour disciplining’ strategy wasn’t
possible to the same extent as seen in East Asia, where China, South Korea, Singapore etc. were more
brutish in policing workers for a cohesive form of capitalism to drive growth. The Indian scenario could
not be the same because of two operative (and constitutive) governance realities: a) its federal and
fragmented polity insulated by a diverse, ethnolinguistically segregated social and economic class; and
b) its democratic functioning with a maintained separation of powers between the legislative, executive
and the judiciary.

Let’s bring the picture back to the present reality now. A national signalling e�ort aimed at ‘disciplining
labour’, renewing the ‘state-capital-private business’ compact for the aspirational goal of ‘higher growth’
wasn’t just the status quo e�ort undertaken during the 80s and 90s. It has also been tried since the
Narendra Modi government took power in 2014.

What’s intermittently worse now than what was seen during the Indira-Rajiv years (1980s) and the Rao-
Manmohan years (1990s) is a ‘political’ attack seen on those two operative functioning of our governance
ecosystem. Widening democratic deficit, a breakdown in federal relationship (between Union-states),
and a deep erosion of social trust (between economic agents: farmers, workers, firms, households,
government) is compounding the nation further into a chronic ‘crisis of confidence’ unlike before, which -
no matter the policy- wouldn’t allow for growth to the means to an end (ensuring a higher order of well-
being for all citizenry) as hoped for. The circling of India’s national economic reform story remains
projected around an obsession on ‘growth at all cost’ without a focus on ‘deliberative redistribution’ or in
applying the principles of a welfare state (what the Indian constitution envisages).

(The writer is Director, Centre for New Economic Studies, O P Jindal Global University)
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